
Rule Change

7-4-3 TIME-OUT AND IN
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The clock shall be stopped 
when a substitute by the 
team in the lead is 
beckoned on the field in the 
final five minutes of the 
second period only during 
regulation time , the second 
period of overtime and the 
fourth period (if the state 
plays in quarters).



USMCLAED
Text Box
Cloth tied headbands are not legal in HS Soccer



TAPE OR SIMILAR 
MATERIALS ON SOCKS

If tape or a similar material is applied externally, it must be of similar 
color as the sock. Home team shall wear white (PlayPic A). Away team 
should have similar color, i.e. maroon could have red tape (PlayPic B).



STAYS AND STRAPS
4.1.1 SITUATION N

“Stays/straps” was added to the language of the rule to more clearly 
define what is used to keep player’s shinguards in place. “Stays/straps” 
must be similar to the color of the sock.



PROTECTIVE FACE MASK
RULE 4-2-8

Removing “with no protrusion” from the rule clears the issue of the nose as 
a protrusion.

USMCLAED
Text Box
Custom made (molded to face)...medical release shall be available at the game sight



Point Of Emphasis (Safety)
Goals Secured

 GOALS - Schools, coaches and officials are 
reminded that all soccer goals shall be 
adequately anchored, secured or 
counterweighted to the ground for the safety 
of all involved.





NYSPHSAA Modified Soccer 
Rules

Mouthpieces are 
MANDATORY 
All-purpose foam helmet
OPTIONAL

USMCLAED
Text Box
For Goalies Only

USMCLAED
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by USMCLAED



Points of Emphasis

REFEREE CHECKING FOR
INJURY AFTER A GOAL

 After the clock is stopped 
for a goal and the referee 
examines a player, including 
a goalkeeper, for a possible 
injury, that player will not 
have to leave the game 
unless the coach and/or 
medical personnel are 
beckoned onto the field to 
check the player. If the 
referee beckons the coach 
and/or medical personnel, 
the player, including a 
goalkeeper, is required to 
leave the field.
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Points of Emphasis

BALL HOLDERS

 Because the clock is running when the ball goes out of bounds, it is 
essential that ball holders be available to get the ball back in play quickly. At 
least two ball holders are to be provided by the home team each game. The 
ball holders are under the direct supervision of the officials.
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Rule Change

RULE 9-1-1B  BALL IN AND OUT OF PLAY
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The ball is out of play when:

a. it has completely crossed the goal line or touch line, 
whether on the ground or in the air;

b. the ball touches an official and remains on the field; and 
1.   a team starts a promising attack; 
2.   goes directly into the goal; 
3.    possession changes 



Rule Change

RULE 9-1-1B 
BALL IN OR OUT OF PLAY
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 A team should not gain an 
advantage when the ball touches 
the referee and stays on the field, 
including when it goes to an 
opponent (as shown), goes into 
the goal or starts a promising 
attack.

 Restart with a drop ball to a player 
of the team last in possession at 
the spot where it was last played.



Rule Change

RULE 4-1-1A 
UNIFORM
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Players are no longer required 
to tuck in jerseys.
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